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Efficient use of space-time clustering for underwater acoustic communications

Jianghui Li, Student Member, IEEE, and Yury Zakharov, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract

Underwater acoustic (UWA) communication channels are characterized by the spreading of received signals in space (direction of arrival) and in time (delay). The spread is often limited to a small number of space-time clusters. In this paper, the space-time clustering is exploited in a proposed receiver designed for guard-free orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) with superimposed data and pilot signals. For separation of space clusters, the receiver utilizes a vertical linear array (VLA) of hydrophones, whereas for combining delay-spread signals within a space cluster, a time-domain equalizer is used. We compare a number of space-time processing techniques, including a proposed reduced-complexity spatial filter, and show that techniques exploiting the space-time clustering demonstrate an improved detection performance. The comparison is done using signals transmitted by a moving transducer, and recorded on a 14-element non-uniform VLA in sea trials at distances of 46 km and 105 km.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In underwater acoustic (UWA) communication channels, received signals are spread in angle and delay of arrival [1]. In many communication scenarios, e.g., in deep-water channels, the spreading is concentrated around a few specific directions of arrival (DoA) and delays [2]–[6]. We refer to this phenomenon as space-time clustering, and exploit it to improve the detection performance and reduce the complexity of a receiver. The receiver that we consider here utilizes a vertical linear array (VLA) of hydrophones.

To improve the detection performance, an efficient way is to combine signals from multiple diversity branches [7], e.g., from the antenna array elements. The joint spatial diversity and equalization when applied directly to signals at the antenna elements can provide significant improvement in the performance compared to the single-branch detection [5], [8]–[11]. However, such combining requires a large number of parameters to be estimated, thus often resulting in numerical instability [12]. Moreover, with combining applied directly to antenna elements, a large number of elements is required to achieve a good bit error rate (BER) performance in scenarios with a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In such receivers, the complexity can be high as it is proportional to the number of antenna elements [13]. A more numerically stable and computationally efficient approach...
is based on separating the spatial and temporal processing [1], [13]–[15]. Such a separation can be based on coherent path beamforming [14]–[16], which however is computationally demanding due to the eigenvalue decomposition; time-reversal beamforming [3], only applicable to specific communication scenarios; or DoA diversity [2], [4], [17].

The space-time clusters introduce a natural diversity, which can be used to improve the detection performance and reduce the complexity. In order to exploit this opportunity the clusters need to be identified, which requires estimation of the spatial signal distribution [1], [2], [18]. Spatial filters (SFs) estimate the spatial signal distribution. From this, single or multiple directions are chosen for diversity combining [2]–[4]. If directions for further processing are chosen based on the maximum power of arrived spatial signals, several directions from the same space cluster can be chosen, which limits the receiver performance due to correlation of the diversity branches. To achieve a high performance when processing wideband communication signals, a SF would combine properly delayed signals from antenna elements. This requires delays to be fractional with respect to the sampling interval, and a specific set of delays applied for every DoA of interest. As a result, such SFs possess a high complexity [2].

In UWA communications, multi-antenna receivers with diversity combining are used for detection of single carrier [1], [5], [11], [15] and multicarrier [2], [19]–[21] signals. In this paper, we investigate the space-time processing of multicarrier orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) signals. Multi-antenna detection of OFDM signals with cyclic prefix were investigated in [21]. The use of OFDM signals with guard intervals, such as the cyclic prefix, results in a reduced spectral efficiency of communication systems. Higher spectral efficiency is achieved in multicarrier systems with guard-free OFDM signals [22]–[25].

In this paper, we investigate UWA communication with guard-free OFDM signals. In the receiver, a SF computes a spatial signal distribution to estimate DoAs, and further uses these estimates in beamformers to form space diversity branches. We propose a SF that does not require delaying the signals from antenna elements and therefore it is of reduced-complexity compared to the SF with fractional delays. In every diversity branch, an equalizer compensates for the Doppler effect and performs the multipath combining. Finally, the equalized signals from the diversity branches are combined using maximal ratio combining (MRC) [7], demodulated and decoded.

We investigate the performance of the receiver with various space-time processing techniques, and find that the receiver exploiting the space-time clustering demonstrates an improved performance and reduced complexity. The investigation is based on processing signals recorded on a 14-element VLA in sea trials at distances of 46 km and 105 km, with a transducer moved at a speed of 6 m/s. In these two scenarios, when exploiting the space-time clustering, error-free data transmission is achieved with spectral efficiencies of 0.167 bps/Hz and 0.33 bps/Hz, respectively.

This paper is organised as follows. Examples of space-time clusters from sea trials at distances from 30 km to 110 km are presented in Section II. Section III describes the transmitted signal and channel model. Section IV presents space-time processing techniques in the receiver, and Section V compares these techniques. Section VI completes the paper with concluding remarks.

II. SPACE-TIME CLUSTERS IN UWA CHANNELS
In this section, we show examples of space-time clusters observed in sea trials at distances from 30 km to 110 km. The acoustic environment is characterised by the sound speed profile shown in Fig. 1. The sea depth is about 5 km, and the minimum sound speed is at a depth of about 300 m. In the trials, communication signals are transmitted in the frequency band 2560-3584 Hz; a transducer is towed at a depth of around 250 m and a receive VLA of 14 hydrophones is placed at a depth of around 420 m. Fig. 2 shows the hydrophone positions within the VLA of a total length of 8.1 m; the distance between hydrophones varies from 0.3 m to 1.2 m.

Space-time distributions of received signals are shown in Figs. 3(a)-3(l) for various distances between the transmit and receive antennas. It can be seen that in all the cases, the signal distributions are characterised by several peaks representing what we call space-time clusters. These clusters can provide natural diversity branches in a receiver.

When describing the receiver below, for illustration, we will be using the experimental data obtained at a distance of 105 km, see Fig. 3(i).

III. TRANSMITTED SIGNAL AND CHANNEL MODEL

The transmitted signal $s(t)$ consists of $L$ guard-free OFDM symbols with superimposed data and pilot signals [25], each OFDM symbol given by:

$$s_l(t) = \Re \left\{ e^{j2\pi f_c t} \sum_{k=-N_s/2}^{N_s/2-1} [M_p(k) + jD_l(k)] e^{j \frac{2\pi}{N_s} k t} \right\},$$

where $\Re\{\cdot\}$ denotes the real part of a complex number, $N_s = 1024$ the number of sub-carriers, $f_c = 3072$ Hz the carrier frequency, $T_s = 1$ s the OFDM symbol duration, and $j = \sqrt{-1}$. The sequence $M_p(k) \in [-1, +1]$ is a binary pseudo-random sequence of length $N_s$, serving as the pilot signal. The binary sequence $D_l(k)$ represents the information data in the $l$th OFDM symbol, $l = 1, \ldots, L$; it is obtained by encoding and interleaving the original data across sub-carriers using convolutional codes [26]. Specific codes used with the experimental data will be clarified in Section V.

The UWA channel is often modelled as a time-variant linear system with an impulse response $h_m(t, \tau)$ that describes
Fig. 3. Experimental space-time distributions of received signal observed at various distances; positive angles correspond to acoustic rays received from the sea surface direction while negative angles show rays from the sea bottom direction.

multipath and Doppler spreads in the channel. The received signal at the $m$-th hydrophone is then given by

$$r_m(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} h_m(t, \tau)s(t - \tau)d\tau + \nu_m(t), \quad m = 1, \ldots, M, \quad (2)$$

where $M$ is the number of hydrophones in the VLA, and $\nu_m(t)$ is the additive noise. Various models of $h_m(t, \tau)$ can be used;
e.g., for a channel with $Q$ discrete multipath components we have [27], [28]:

$$h_m(t, \tau) = \sum_{q=1}^{Q} A_{q,m}(t) \delta(\tau - \tau_{q,m}(t)), \quad (3)$$

where $A_{q,m}(t)$ is the amplitude of the $q$th multipath component at the $m$th hydrophone, and $\delta(t)$ is the Dirac delta function.

The time variation of the delay $\tau_{q,m}(t)$ is caused by the Doppler effect; the slope (gradient) of the time dependence defines the time compression experienced by the signal. One of challenges in processing signals received in such a channel, is due to different time compressions of signals received via different multipaths. As a consequence, the simple time compression operation, implemented in practice via resampling the received signal, cannot completely remove the Doppler distortion.

However, multipath components arrived from a particular ($j$th) direction tend to have close values of the time-compression factor. Therefore, the Doppler distortion in a signal from the $j$th direction can be accurately compensated for by resampling. After the resampling, the channel can be modeled by an impulse response

$$\tilde{h}_j(t, \tau) = \sum_{q=1}^{Q_j} A_{q,j}(t) \delta(\tau - \tau_{q,j}), \quad (4)$$

where the delays $\tau_{q,j}$ are now constant and $Q_j$ is the number of multipath components in the $j$th space branch, $Q_j \leq Q$. The time-invariant property of the path delays allows a higher accuracy of channel estimation/equalization and, eventually, better detection performance of the receiver. A reduced channel delay spread in directional signals also allows a better detection performance and reduced complexity.

Signals received from several directions and equalized can be combined to further improve the detection performance. The performance after the diversity combining will depend on the energy of the received signals, and also on correlation of channels in diversity branches. It is therefore possible that weaker signals from uncorrelated directions after combining, will provide a better detection performance compared to combining strong signals received from correlated directions.

**IV. Space-time processing in the receiver**

In this section, we describe the receiver (see Fig. 4). The analog signals received by $M$ hydrophones are bandpass filtered within the frequency band of the OFDM transmission and converted into the digital form $r_1(i)$ to $r_M(i)$ at a sampling rate $f_s$, $i$ being the discrete time index; $f_s = 4f_c = 12288$ Hz in our case. The digital signals $r_1(i)$ to $r_M(i)$ are processed in a SF that produces $J$ directional signals $r(i, \hat{\theta}_j), j = 1, \ldots, J$. The angles $\hat{\theta}_j$ are chosen from the average signal power as a function of DoA. The directional signals are equalized in the time domain, transformed into the frequency domain using the fast Fourier transform (FFT), and combined using the MRC. The combined frequency domain signal $\tilde{X}_i(k)$ is transferred to a demodulator and, after deinterleaving, further to the soft-decision Viterbi decoder [26].

**A. Spatial filters**

The following six SFs are considered in this paper:

1) **Single-element SF**: The signal $r_1(i)$ received at the first hydrophone is the only output of the SF.

2) **Multiple-elements SF**: The $M$ received signals $r_1(i), \ldots, r_M(i)$ are $M$ outputs of the SF.
3) **SF with a single direction corresponding to the maximum power of spatial distribution:** The time-varying power $P(i_f; \theta)$ (see Fig. 5, where $i_f$ is the time variable) and the average power $\tilde{P}(\theta)$ (see Fig. 6) are computed in a DoA estimator (see Fig. 7) as explained below in Section IV-B. Based on the maximum power of the spatial distribution, a single ($J = 1$) direction $\hat{\theta}_1$ is chosen:

$$\hat{\theta}_1 = \arg \max_{\theta} \tilde{P}(\theta).$$

(5)

The beamformer produces a single directional signal $r(i, \hat{\theta}_1)$.
Fig. 6. The average spatial signal power $\hat{P}(\theta)$ in the experiment at the distance 105 km, computed in SF 3, SF 4, and SF 5 (with non-fractional delay beamforming) [top] or in SF 6 (with fractional delay beamforming) [bottom].

Fig. 7. Block diagram of the SF with $J$ outputs based on maxima of the spatial signal power.

4) SF with $J$ directions corresponding to $J$ maxima of spatial distribution: In this case (see Fig. 7), several directions ($J \geq 2$) are chosen, corresponding to the first $J$ maxima of the average power distribution $\hat{P}(\theta)$:

$$[\hat{\theta}_1, \ldots, \hat{\theta}_J] = \arg \max_{\theta} \hat{P}(\theta).$$

Note that the function $\hat{P}(\theta)$ is computed on a grid of angles $\theta$; in our experiments, we use a grid within the interval $\theta \in [-25^\circ, 25^\circ]$ with a step of 0.4°.

5) SF with $J$ directions corresponding to $J$ space clusters: In this SF that we propose, a peak detector $P$ finds $J$ local maxima of $\hat{P}(\theta)$, which are considered to correspond to space clusters. With this technique, two ($J = 2$) space clusters are identified in the experiment at the distance 105 km [see Fig. 3(i)]. The two clusters occupy angle intervals $[6^\circ, 11^\circ]$ and $[-12^\circ, -6^\circ]$, but in each of them, a single angle $\hat{\theta}_j$ ($\hat{\theta}_1 = 8.4^\circ$ and $\hat{\theta}_2 = -9^\circ$, respectively) is chosen for further processing:

$$[\hat{\theta}_1, \ldots, \hat{\theta}_J]^T = P[\hat{P}(\theta)].$$

6) SF with fractional delays and $J$ directions corresponding to $J$ space clusters: In SFs 3, 4 and 5 described above, low-complexity DoA estimation and beamforming techniques presented below in Section IV-B are used. More accurate but also
more complicated DoA estimation and beamforming are used in the SF with fractional delays. To achieve a high accuracy when processing wideband signals, such as communication signals, both the DoA estimator and beamformer should operate by introducing delays (fractional delays with respect to the sampling interval) in the hydrophone signals. In this fractional delay beamforming technique, the $M \times N$ snapshot matrix $X(\theta)$ for a specific direction $\theta$ is used for calculating the diagonally loaded sample covariance matrix [2]

$$R(\theta) = X(\theta)X^T(\theta) + \kappa I_M,$$

and

$$[X(\theta)]_{m,n} = r_m(nT - \varsigma(m, \theta)), \quad n = 1, 2, \ldots, N,$$

where \((\cdot)^T\) denotes the transpose, $I_M$ an $M \times M$ identity matrix, and $\kappa$ a loading factor which is a small positive number used here to prevent numerical instability. In our numerical examples, the value of $N$ is set to the total number of received samples in a communication session. The signal values $r_m(nT - \varsigma(m, \theta))$ in (9) are recovered by interpolation of the digital signal $r_m(i)$ from the $m$th hydrophone at the time instants $t = nT - \varsigma(m, \theta)$, where $T = 1/f_s$; for this purpose, we use the linear interpolation. The delays are different for each direction $\theta$ and computed as

$$\varsigma(m, \theta) = \frac{D(m)}{c} \sin(\theta),$$

where $D(m)$ is the distance between the first $(m = 1)$ and $m$th hydrophone (see Fig. 2) and the sound speed $c = 1500$ m/s.

The spatial signal power $\tilde{P}(\theta)$ is computed according to

$$\tilde{P}(\theta) = \left[ \sum_{m=1}^{M} \sum_{n=1}^{M} [R^{-1}(\theta)]_{m,n} \right]^{-1}.$$

The beamforming weights for a direction $\theta$ are computed as

$$\tilde{w}(\theta) = \tilde{P}(\theta) \left[ \sum_{n=1}^{M} [R^{-1}(\theta)]_{1,n}, \ldots, \sum_{n=1}^{M} [R^{-1}(\theta)]_{M,n} \right]^T.$$

The received signal for a direction $\hat{\theta}_j$ is then computed as

$$r(i, \hat{\theta}_j) = [X^T(\hat{\theta}_j)\tilde{w}(\hat{\theta}_j)]_i.$$

This beamforming technique uses interpolation and processes each direction separately, making this SF more complicated [2].

B. Low-complexity DoA estimator and beamformer

The DoA estimator computes the spatial power distribution to estimate DoAs, then beamformers, using these DoA estimates, produce directional signals. In this section, we propose simplified DoA estimator and beamformer not requiring the fractional delays.

1) DoA estimator: The DoA estimator computes the spatial power distribution of the received signal by processing the hydrophone signals $r_1(i)$ to $r_M(i)$. The $i$th time domain snapshot of received signals is described as an $M \times 1$ vector
The snapshots are divided into $N_f$ frames of $I_f$ snapshots each. A frame is divided into $N_{sf}$ non-overlapping subframes of $U$ snapshots each, i.e., $I_f = N_{sf}U$. The subframes are transformed into the frequency domain; the $M \times 1$ frequency domain snapshot at frequency $\omega_k$ for a subframe starting at time $u$ is given by

$$z(u; k) = \sum_{n=0}^{U-1} r(u + n) e^{-j\omega_k n/f_s},$$

(14)

where $k = 0, \ldots, K - 1$, $K = 2\pi F/\Delta \omega$, $F$ is the bandwidth of interest, $\omega_k = \omega_0 + k\Delta \omega$, $\Delta \omega = 2\pi f_s/U$, and $\omega_0$ the lowest frequency of interest. For a frame starting at time $i_f$, for every frequency $\omega_k$, the $M \times M$ covariance matrix is computed as [29]:

$$Y(i_f; k) = \frac{1}{N_{sf}} \sum_{n_{sf}=0}^{N_{sf}-1} z(i_f + n_{sf}U; k) z^H(i_f + n_{sf}U; k) + \kappa I_M.$$  

(15)

In our experiments, the loading factor $\kappa$ was set to a small value to prevent numerical instability when inverting the matrix $Y(i_f; k)$ (see below). More specifically, it was set to at most $10^{-8}$ of $(1/M)\text{trace}\{Y(i_f; k)\}$, where $\text{trace}\{\cdot\}$ is the matrix trace. The loading factor $\kappa$ can be optimized to achieve an improved detection performance [30]; however, in this paper, we do not consider such optimization. The matrix $Y(i_f; k)$ is used for obtaining the spatial power at every angle of arrival $\theta$ using the minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) algorithm [31]. For a frequency $\omega_k$, the steering vector is given by

$$v(\theta, k) = \left[1, \ldots, e^{-j\omega_k \frac{D(m) \sin(\theta)}{c}}, \ldots, e^{-j\omega_k \frac{D(M) \sin(\theta)}{c}}\right]^T.$$

(16)

The power at frequency $\omega_k$ from a direction $\theta$ is given by

$$P_k(i_f; \theta) = \left[v^H(\theta, k) Y^{-1}(i_f; k) v(\theta, k)\right]^{-1}. $$

(17)

The total power over all frequencies

$$P(i_f; \theta) = \sum_{k=0}^{K-1} P_k(i_f; \theta)$$

(18)

is shown in Fig. 5. The average power over $N_f$ frames (shown in Fig. 6) is given by

$$\bar{P}(\theta) = \frac{1}{N_f} \sum_{n_f=1}^{N_f} P(i_f; \theta).$$

(19)

2) Beamformer: For a chosen direction $\hat{\theta}_j$, for cancelling the interference arriving from the other directions, the beamformer weight vector $\bar{w}_{n_f}(\hat{\theta}_j, k)$ in the $n_f$-th frame is calculated as

$$\bar{w}_{n_f}(\hat{\theta}_j, k) = Y^{-1}(i_f; k) v(\hat{\theta}_j, k) P_k(i_f; \hat{\theta}_j). $$

(20)

The weight vector is then smoothed in time:

$$w_{n_f}(\hat{\theta}_j, k) \leftarrow \lambda w_{n_f-1}(\hat{\theta}_j, k) + (1 - \lambda) \bar{w}_{n_f}(\hat{\theta}_j, k),$$

(21)
where $0 \leq \lambda < 1$ is a forgetting factor, and $w_0(\hat{\theta}_j, k) = \tilde{w}_1(\hat{\theta}_j, k)$. Since the DoAs are slowly varying in time (see Fig. 5), the forgetting factor $\lambda$ can be chosen close to unity, providing a good filtering of the noise and interference; in our experiment, we set $\lambda = 0.998$. The directional signal is then computed as

$$r(i, \hat{\theta}_j) = \sum_{k=0}^{K-1} w^H_{n_f}(\hat{\theta}_j, k) z(u; k) e^{j \omega_k n/f_s},$$

(22)

where $z(u; k)$ is as defined in (14), $i = u + n$, $u = i_f + n_{sf} U$, and $n = 0, \ldots, U - 1$.

3) Complexity of the proposed SF: For the DoA estimation, the proposed SF requires the time-frequency transform (14), computation of the matrix in (15), and the power computation (17); the complexity of the other processing steps is significantly lower and can be ignored. The complexity of the three steps are given by $2KMf_s$, $4KN_{sf}M^2f_s/I_f$, and $4(KM^3 + KN_\theta M^2)f_s/I_f$ real-valued multiply-accumulate operations per second (MAC/s), respectively, where $N_\theta$ is the number of angles in the DoA grid. In the beamformer, the frequency-time transform (22) needs to be performed; the other operations require significantly lower complexity. This transform requires $(4KN_{sf}f_s/I_f + 4Kf_s)$ MAC/s; for $J$ beamformers, this should be multiplied by $J$. For example, with $M = 14$, $K = 32$, $N_{sf} = 32$, $I_f = 12288$, $N_\theta = 126$, $J = 2$, and $f_s = 12288$ Hz, which are the same as these used in the receiver in Section V, the total complexity of the SF is $1.9 \times 10^7$ MAC/s. Note that the complexity of the SF with fractional delays [2], with the same parameter values is about $1.3 \times 10^9$ MAC/s; thus, in this scenario, the proposed SF is about 70 times less complicated than the SF with fractional delays.

C. Equalizer

Once a directional signal $r(i, \hat{\theta}_j)$ has been obtained, it is applied to the equalizer shown in Fig. 8, where the signal is down-shifted and lowpass filtered (LPF) to produce the baseband digital signal $\tilde{r}(i, \hat{\theta}_j)$. The signal $\tilde{r}(i, \hat{\theta}_j)$ is resampled to compensate for the Doppler effect and linearly equalized.

Fig. 8. Block diagram of the equalizer.

Fig. 9. Block diagram of the Doppler estimator.

1) Doppler estimator: Fig. 9 shows the block diagram of the Doppler estimator. Techniques for Doppler estimation and compensation can be found in [25], [27], [32]–[37]. In this paper, the cross-ambiguity function method as described in [25] is
used. The time-varying dominant Doppler scale factor and delay are estimated by computing the ambiguity function as follows: firstly, the baseband signal \( \tilde{r}(i, \hat{\theta}_j) \) is resampled with a number of compression factors \( \rho_n, \ n = 1, \ldots, N \); then, \( N \) Doppler sections of the ambiguity function between the received and pilot signals are computed on the delay-Doppler scale grid [23], [38], [39]. The ambiguity function \( A(\rho, \varrho) \) (see [25] for details), where \( \rho \) indicates the \( \rho \)th Doppler section and \( \varrho \) indicates the \( \varrho \)th delay, is used to estimate the dominant Doppler compression and delay:

\[
[\hat{\rho}, \hat{\varrho}] = \arg \max_{\rho, \varrho} A(\rho, \varrho).
\]

(23)

The estimated dominant channel delay is used for the timing synchronization. In a multipath channel, however, there will be a delay spread. Using the \( \hat{\rho} \)th Doppler section, the Doppler estimator also estimates the delay spread \( d_s(\hat{\theta}_j) \) (see Fig. 9). The estimated delay spread is used to set the length of the linear equalizer as explained below in Section V.

2) Linear equalizer: Fig. 10 shows the block diagram of the linear equalizer, which is based on channel estimation and finite impulse response (FIR) filtering [24]. The equalizer length is typically chosen as three to five times the channel delay spread \( d_s(\hat{\theta}_j) \) [8], and therefore, if the delay spread is reduced, the equalizer complexity can also be reduced.

![Fig. 10. Block diagram of the linear equalizer.](image)

In the channel estimator, a sparse recursive least square (RLS) adaptive filter (see [24] for more details) is used to estimate the multipath structure of the directional signals. The equalizer weights are computed and interpolated as detailed in [25]. After FIR filtering, the equalized signals \( \tilde{x}(n, \hat{\theta}_j) \) from all directions are linearly combined.

D. Diversity combining

The MRC is known to provide the highest SNR in the combined signal [7]. In general, phases of the complex-valued MRC weights should compensate for phase shifts in the directional signals, while the weight magnitudes should be proportional to SNRs in the directional signals. The phase compensation has already been achieved in the equalizer. Therefore, to compute the MRC weights, we only need to estimate SNRs in the equalized directional signals. The SNR estimates can be obtained from the superimposed pilot signal in the frequency domain, since after the equalization the pilot and data sequences are separated.

In the \( i \)th symbol of the \( j \)th diversity branch, the residual error \( e_i(j, k) \) at frequency \( k \) is computed as

\[
e_i(j, k) = M_p(k) - \Re\{\tilde{X}_i(k; \hat{\theta}_j)\},
\]

(24)

where \( \Re\{\tilde{X}_i(k; \hat{\theta}_j)\} \) is an estimate of the pilot sequence after the equalization. Since the pilot energy is \( \sum_{k=1}^{N_s} |M_p(k)|^2 = N_s \) and the energy of the residual signal is \( E_i(j) = \sum_{k=1}^{N_s} |e_i(j, k)|^2 \), we adopt the following SNR estimate:

\[
\text{SNR}_i(j) = \frac{N_s}{E_i(j)},
\]

(25)
where

\[
\bar{E}_l(j) = \alpha \bar{E}_{l-1}(j) + (1 - \alpha)E_l(j), \quad l = 1, 2, \ldots, L,
\]

(26)

\[
\bar{E}_0(j) = E_1(j),
\]

and the forgetting factor \(0 \leq \alpha < 1\) is chosen close to unity; in our experiments, \(\alpha = 0.99\).

The MRC weight for the \(l\)-th OFDM symbol in the \(j\)-th diversity branch is then computed as

\[
W_l(j) = \sqrt{\frac{\text{SNR}_l(j)}{\sum_{n=1}^{J} \sqrt{\text{SNR}_l(n)}}}, \quad l = 1, 2, \ldots, L.
\]

(27)

The combined signal in the frequency domain is then given by

\[
\hat{X}_l(k) = \sum_{j=1}^{J} W_l(j) \tilde{X}_l(k; \hat{\theta}_j).
\]

(28)

The sequence \(\hat{X}_l(k)\) is demodulated, deinterleaved, and decoded.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we compare the BER performance and complexity of the receiver with the six SFs described in Section IV-A, firstly when all diversity branches have the same equalizer lengths, and secondly, with the equalizer lengths adaptively adjusted according to the estimated channel delay spreads.

When processing received signals in the proposed SF, the frame duration is set to 1 s with a number of subframes \(N_{sf} = 32\) and number of snapshots in a subframe \(U = 384\); \(K = 32\) frequencies are processed in the bandwidth of interest, \(F = 1024\) Hz, and the lowest frequency of interest is \(\omega_0/(2\pi) = 2560\) Hz. The angles \(\theta\) for DoA estimation are computed in the interval \([-25^\circ, 25^\circ]\) with an angle step of \(0.4^\circ\). Experimental results from sea trials at distances of 105 km and 46 km are presented below.

A. Experiment at the distance 105 km

In this sea trial, \(L = 200\) guard-free OFDM symbols were continuously transmitted. The space-time clusters for this trial are shown in Fig. 3(i). It can be seen that for each of the two DoAs, at \(8.4^\circ\) and \(-9^\circ\), there are two macro-paths with different delays. The beamformer is not capable of separating these paths and further equalization is required.

1) Comparison of SFs: In this subsection, results are presented for the case when the RLS filter length in the channel estimator is set to 75 ms, which matches to the channel delay spread at a single hydrophone, while the equalizer length is set to 250 ms. For every OFDM symbol, the transmitted data are encoded using the convolutional code of rate 1/3 with the polynomial \([225 331 367]\) in octal (see [26]).

Fig. 6 shows the spatial distribution of the received signal averaged over the communication session and obtained using either the proposed non-fractional delay beamforming (top plot) or the fractional delay beamforming (bottom plot). The former is used in SF 3, SF 4, and SF 5, whereas the latter is used in SF 6. Since the communication signal is wideband, in general, the fractional-delay SF, combining signals after precise compensation of the hydrophone delays corresponding to a particular
DoA, should provide a better performance. This can be seen if comparing the two plots in Fig. 6, where the fractional-delay technique shows a higher gap (about 5 dB against 0.8 dB) between the peaks indicating the arrived paths and the floor level due to the noise. However, introducing the fractional delays in the signals requires an interpolation that results in a high complexity of SF 6. In the proposed SF 5, the interpolation is not required, and instead, the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) in (14) with weighting (22) specific to DFT bins is used; this operation can efficiently exploit the fast Fourier transform. Therefore, the complexity is significantly reduced. This indeed is achieved with some degradation in the performance as can be seen in Fig. 6. However, as will be seen below, the degradation in the detection performance is very small if any.

Table I compares the BER performance and complexity of the receiver with different SFs. It is seen that the proposed DoA estimator and beamformer (introduced in Section IV-B and used in SFs 3, 4 and 5), reduce the receiver complexity by 8–15 times compared to the receiver with the SF using fractional delays (SF 6). Note that a single equalizer branch requires about $8.3 \times 10^7$ MACs (see the complexity analysis in [25] and [40]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SF</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>BER</th>
<th>Complexity (10^6 MAC/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Single hydrophone</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>All 14 hydrophones</td>
<td>$2.7 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>1164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Single angle 8.4°</td>
<td>$9.1 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Angles 8.4° and 8.8°</td>
<td>$8.9 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Cluster (8.4° and −9°)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Cluster (8.4° and −9°)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1489</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I: Comparison of receivers with different spatial filters; sea trial at the distance 105 km

From Table I, it is seen that the receiver applied to a single hydrophone (SF 1) is unable to recover reliably the transmitted data. This is due to a low SNR on a single hydrophone, as shown in Fig. 11. The receiver with equalizers applied directly to all 14 antenna elements (SF 2) significantly reduces the BER, but the complexity greatly increases. With one or two diversity branches chosen based on the maxima of the average spatial power distribution (SF 3 and 4, respectively), the BER performance also improves. The difference in the performance between these two SFs is small, but the complexity of the SF with two branches is almost double. With DoAs corresponding to the two space clusters (SF 5), the receiver provides an error-free transmission. Such a receiver has the best performance, and 6.3 times less complexity compared to the receiver with
equalizers applied directly to 14 antenna elements (SF 2). SF 6 (with fractional delays) also allows an error-free transmission with the two branches, but its complexity is significantly higher than that of the receiver with the proposed SF 5.

Note that increasing the number of space diversity branches in SF 4 does allow improvement in the detection performance. With \( J = 5 \) such branches, an error-free transmission is also achieved. However, the complexity in this case would be \( 4.4 \times 10^8 \) MACs, which is about 2.4 times higher than that of the SF 5 with two branches.

2) Equalizer optimization: Fig. 12(a) shows fluctuations of the channel impulse response over the communication session at the first hydrophone; four multipaths can be seen. We now consider two signals from directions \( \hat{\theta}_1 = 8.4^\circ \) and \( \hat{\theta}_2 = -9^\circ \); fluctuations of channel impulse responses for these directions are shown in Fig. 12(b) and Fig. 12(c), respectively. It can be seen that the four multipaths are now split between the two directions. As a result, the delay spreads in the diversity branches are also reduced compared to that at a single antenna element. We can exploit this to further reduce complexity of the receiver, by setting the channel estimator and equalizer lengths according to the delay spreads of directional signals.

The delay spread of the signal received at the first hydrophone is estimated as about 50 ms. To cover all delay fluctuations throughout the communication session, the RLS filter length is set to 75 taps, with approximately 1 ms/tap; then the equalizer length is set to 250 taps. At angle \( \hat{\theta}_1 = 8.4^\circ \), the delay spread \( d_s(\hat{\theta}_1) \) is estimated as 12 ms; the RLS filter length is set to 18 taps and the equalizer length is set to 60 taps. At angle \( \hat{\theta}_2 = -9^\circ \), the delay spread \( d_s(\hat{\theta}_2) \) is estimated as 24 ms; the RLS filter length is set to 36 taps and the equalizer length is set to 120 taps.

The reduced delay spread in the diversity branches compared to the delay spread at a single hydrophone allows reduction in the receiver complexity. Moreover, the reduced number of channel taps to be estimated also allows a higher estimation accuracy.

Fig. 13(a) shows the Doppler-delay spread of the signal arrived at the first hydrophone. It can be seen that the first and second groups of multipaths are Doppler-shifted with respect to each other. Therefore, the Doppler effect cannot be compensated by resampling the hydrophone signals; there will be a residual Doppler effect seen by the equalizer as fast channel fluctuations. Fig. 13(b) and Fig. 13(c) show the Doppler-delay spread of the two directional signals at angles \( \hat{\theta}_1 = 8.4^\circ \) and \( \hat{\theta}_2 = -9^\circ \), respectively. It is seen that, compared to Fig. 13(a), Doppler spreads in Fig. 13(b) and Fig. 13(c) are reduced, i.e., the speed of channel variation in the two diversity branches are also reduced, thus allowing a better channel estimation and equalization performance.

**Table II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SF</th>
<th>Equalizer lengths</th>
<th>BER for code polynomials</th>
<th>Complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[5 7 7]</td>
<td>[25 33 37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>250 ms, 250 ms</td>
<td>3.3 \times 10^{-3}</td>
<td>1.6 \times 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>60 ms, 120 ms</td>
<td>2.8 \times 10^{-3}</td>
<td>0.8 \times 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>250 ms, 250 ms</td>
<td>6.4 \times 10^{-4}</td>
<td>3.9 \times 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>60 ms, 120 ms</td>
<td>4.0 \times 10^{-4}</td>
<td>1.1 \times 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II shows the BER performance and complexity of the receiver, using SFs 5 and 6, with and without adjusting the equalizer length to the delay spread of directional signals. In the latter case, both the equalizers are of length 250 ms, whereas
in the former case, the equalizer length for the DoA \( \hat{\theta}_1 = 8.4^\circ \) is set to 60 ms, and the equalizer length for the DoA \( \hat{\theta}_2 = -9^\circ \) is set to 120 ms. It is seen that the shorter equalizers allow reduction in the complexity of the receiver with the proposed SF by about 2 times. This however, is not the case for the receiver with SF 6, since the complexity of SF 6 dominates the receiver complexity.

Results in Table II are presented for three convolutional codes, all codes are of rate 1/3. With the stronger code (polynomial [225 331 367], see [26]), also used to obtain results in Table I, the proposed SF with both long and short equalizers results in an
Fig. 13. Doppler-delay spread of the signal received at the first hydrophone and directional signals in the sea trail at the distance 105 km.

error-free transmission. With weaker codes (polynomials [25 33 37] and [3 7 7]), the shorter equalizers allow a better detection performance. It is also seen that the SFs 5 and 6 show similar detection performance for the stronger codes (polynomials [25 33 37] and [225 331 367]), and SF 6 shows somewhat better performance for only the weak code (polynomial [3 7 7]).

B. Experiment at the distance 46 km

In this sea trial, $L = 120$ guard-free OFDM symbols were continuously transmitted. Space-time clusters for this sea trial are shown in Fig. 3(c). It can be seen that there are two DoAs, at $-0.2^\circ$ and $-10.2^\circ$, each with a single macro-path. In this
case, the beamformer is capable of separating these paths and, as can be seen below, the equalization is simplified.

1) Comparison of SFs: In this subsection, results are presented for the case when the RLS filter length in the channel estimator is set to 150 ms, which matches to the channel delay spread at a single hydrophone (as can be seen in Fig. 14), and the equalizer length is set to 500 ms. For every OFDM symbol, the transmitted data are encoded using convolutional codes with code rates 1/5 or 1/6.

![Fig. 14](image.png)

Fig. 14. Fluctuations of the channel impulse response at the first hydrophone in the sea experiment at the distance 46 km.

Fig. 15 shows the average power $\tilde{P}(\theta)$ in this experiment. The stronger path arrives from the direction $\hat{\theta}_1 = -0.2^\circ$, and the weaker path arrives from the direction $\hat{\theta}_2 = -10.2^\circ$.

![Fig. 15](image.png)

Fig. 15. The average spatial signal power $\tilde{P}(\theta)$ at the distance 46 km.

Table III compares the BER performance for the case of code rate 1/6, which corresponds to the spectral efficiency 0.167 bps/Hz, and complexity of the receiver with different SFs. It is seen that the proposed SF 5 reduces the receiver complexity by about 5 times compared to the receiver with the SF using fractional delays (SF 6).

From Table III, it is seen that the receiver applied to a single hydrophone (SF 1) is unable to recover reliably the transmitted data. This is due to a low SNR on a single hydrophone, as shown in Fig. 16. The receiver with equalizers applied directly to all 14 antenna elements (SF 2) reduces the BER only slightly, while greatly increasing the receiver complexity. With one and two diversity branches chosen based on the maxima of the average spatial power distribution (SF 3 and SF 4, respectively), the BER performance further slightly improves. However, the difference in the BER performance for these two SFs is small, whereas the complexity of the receiver with SF 4 is almost twice compared to the SF 3. The receiver with SF 5 and SF 6 significantly reduces the BER, however, the receiver with the proposed SF 5 has about 5 times lower complexity. Thus, the
Table III
Comparison of receivers with different spatial filters; sea trial at the distance 46 km

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SF</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>BER</th>
<th>Complexity (10^6 MAC/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Single hydrophone</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>All 14 hydrophones</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>2162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Single angle −0.2°</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Angles −0.2° and −0.6°</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Cluster (−0.2° and −10.2°)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Cluster (−0.2° and −10.2°)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1632</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV
Performance of the receiver with optimized equalizers; sea trial at the distance 46 km. Code polynomials in octal are: [37 27 33 25 35] (code-1); [37 35 27 33 25 35] (code-2); [235 253 313 331 357 375] (code-3). Code rates are: 1/5, 1/6, 1/6, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SF</th>
<th>Equalizer lengths</th>
<th>BER for code</th>
<th>Complexity (10^6 MAC/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>code-1 (rate 1/5)</td>
<td>code-2 (rate 1/6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>500 ms, 500 ms</td>
<td>9.6 × 10^{-3}</td>
<td>2.1 × 10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>35 ms, 35 ms</td>
<td>6.7 × 10^{-3}</td>
<td>7.0 × 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>500 ms, 500 ms</td>
<td>6.9 × 10^{-3}</td>
<td>9.0 × 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>35 ms, 35 ms</td>
<td>5.0 × 10^{-3}</td>
<td>5.0 × 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 16. SNR at the first hydrophone in the sea trial at the distance 46 km.

main conclusions on the performance of the proposed SF 5 made for the experiment at the distance 105 km also hold for the experiment at the distance 46 km.

2) Equalizer optimization: Fig. 14 shows fluctuations of the channel impulse response at the first hydrophone. The delay spread of the signal received at the first hydrophone is estimated as about 125 ms. To cover all delay fluctuations throughout the communication session, the RLS filter length is set to 150 ms; then the equalizer length is set to 500 ms. At angles \( \hat{\theta}_1 = -0.2° \) and \( \hat{\theta}_1 = -10.2° \), the delay spreads \( d_s(\hat{\theta}_1) \) and \( d_s(\hat{\theta}_2) \) of the directional signals are reduced to about 6 ms; the RLS filter lengths are set to 10 ms and the equalizer lengths are set to 35 ms.

Table IV shows the BER performance and complexity of the receiver using SF 5 and SF 6, with and without adjustment of the equalizer length to the delay spread of directional signals. In the latter case, both the equalizers are of length 500 ms, whereas in the former case, they are set to 35 ms. Results in Table IV are presented for three convolutional codes with code rates 1/5 and 1/6. The stronger code (code-3) with the code rate 1/6 allows error-free transmission of this data package; this
corresponds to a spectral efficiency of 0.167 bps/Hz. It is seen that the shorter equalizers allow improvement in the detection performance and significant reduction in the complexity of the receiver with the proposed SF 5 (by about 5.4 times). This however, is not the case for the receiver with SF 6, since, in this case, the SF complexity dominates the receiver complexity. Thus, the total reduction in the complexity when using the SF 5 is about 22 times. The receiver with the proposed beamforming (SF 5) achieves the detection performance close to that of the receiver with the fractional-delay beamforming (SF 6), whereas requiring significantly lower computational load.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigated a receiver with various spatial filters for detection of OFDM signals in underwater acoustic communications. Analysis of signals recorded on a vertical linear antenna array in sea trials shows that the propagation channel is characterised by a number of space-time clusters. The use of the cluster structure of received signals in the spatial filter is shown to improve the detection performance of the receiver, compared to a multi-channel receiver with direct equalization of hydrophone signals or a receiver with directional signals generated based on the maxima of the spatial power distribution. Moreover, due to a reduced Doppler-delay spread of signals within clusters, extra performance improvement can be achieved with a reduced complexity. In this paper, we have also proposed a spatial filter that has a significantly lower complexity compared to the spatial filter with fractional delays of hydrophone signals, whereas still providing a high detection performance.
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